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Introduction
The growth of wireless applications and spectral limitations
are serious concerns for both the military and civilian commu-
nities. “A special spectrum task force set up by Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) revealed that in many bands
spectrum access is a more significant problem than physical
scarcity of the spectrum” [1]. This is in part because present
systems use a procedure formulated in the 1920s where differ-
ent frequency bands are assigned to different users or service
providers, and licenses are required to operate within those
bands. To exploit unused spectrum more efficiently in dynam-
ically changing environments, we desire a communication sys-
tem that adapts to rapidly changing environmental conditions
while ensuring that minimal, or at least manageable, interfer-
ence is introduced to existing users [2]. Such a technology is
termed cognitive radio (CR). The CR idea was initially intro-
duced in a licentiate thesis entitled “Cognitive Radio: An
Integrated Agent Architecture for Software Defined Radio”
[3]. As stated, the main cognitive radio tasks include:
• Radio-scene analysis
• Channel identification
• Transmit power control and dynamic spectrum management

One function of the dynamic spectrum management algo-
rithm is to select a modulation scheme that utilizes spectrum
holes and adapts to the time varying conditions of the radio
environment. By virtue of its flexibility and computational effi-
ciency, orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) is
a natural choice [1], and initial results suggest that transform-
domain communication system (TDCS) is a potential candidate
as well [2]. Considering the immense potential of CR in spec-
trum agile communication systems of the future, this article
attempts to demonstrate the basic differences in the receiver
and transmitter structures of the competing CR modulation
schemes. Multicarrier code-division multiple access (MC-
CDMA) is also included in the mix because it is also a fast
Fourier transform (FFT)-based scheme, but is fundamentally
different than OFDM or TDCS, as demonstrated in this article.

In a basic TDCS implementation, spectral interference and

friendly signal presence are estimated using Fourier-based or
general spectral estimation techniques. Once frequency bands
containing interference or other signals are identified, typically
through estimation and threshold detection, those bands are
effectively notched (removed) prior to creating the time-domain
fundamental modulation waveform (FMW) using the appropri-
ate inverse transform (e.g., inverse dicrete Fourier transform,
DFT). Data then modulates the FMW to generate the digitally
encoded waveforms. Since the FMW is spectrally synthesized to
specifically avoid interference regions, transmitted communica-
tion symbols do not contain energy at spectral interference
locations, and received symbols are largely unaffected.

OFDM is a popular DFT-based technique initially proposed
in the 1970s [4]. Its main use was for providing bandwidth
reduction as an alternative to conventional multicarrier tech-
niques such as FDM. OFDM has gained popularity with the
emergence of wireless communications and wideband systems
because of its inherent ability to compensate for multipath. In
1993 Linnartz et al. [4] combined OFDM with code-division
multiplexing (CDM) and proposed a new modulation scheme,
MC-CDMA. MC-CDMA effectively mitigates multipath inter-
ference while providing multiple access capability.

The remainder of this article is arranged as follows. The
next two sections provide a brief overview of OFDM and MC-
CDMA. These are followed by a detailed presentation of
TDCS background and implementation. Similarities and dif-
ferences between TDCS, OFDM, and MC-CDMA are then
presented, followed by concluding remarks.

Orthogonal Frequency-
Division Multiplexing

OFDM is a digital modulation scheme in which a wideband
signal is split into a number of narrowband signals. Because
the symbol duration of a narrowband signal will be larger than
that of a wideband signal, the amount of time dispersion
caused by multipath delay spread is reduced. OFDM is a spe-
cial case of multicarrier modulation (MCM) in which multiple
user symbols are transmitted in parallel using different subcar-
riers with overlapping frequency bands that are mutually
orthogonal. The origination of MCM or frequency-division
multiplexing (FDM) dates back to the 1950s and early 1960s
for use in military radios.

The overlapping multicarrier technique implements the
same number of channels as conventional FDM, but with a
much reduced bandwidth requirement. In conventional FDM,
adjacent channels are well separated using a guard interval. In
order to realize the overlapping technique, crosstalk between
adjacent channels must be reduced. Therefore, orthogonality
between subcarriers is required.

In OFDM each subcarrier has an integer number of cycles
within a given time interval T, and the number of cycles by
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FIGURE 1. TDCS transmitter block diagram.
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which each adjacent subcarrier differs is exactly one. This prop-
erty ensures OFDM subcarrier orthogonality. The subcarriers
are data modulated using phase shift keying (PSK) or quadra-
ture amplitude modulation (QAM). The amplitude spectrum of
each modulated subcarrier using either PSK or QAM has a
sinc2 shape. At the peak spectral response of each subcarrier all
other subcarrier spectral responses are identically zero.

Following data modulation, symbols are fed through a seri-
al-to-parallel conversion process. Each PSK or QAM symbol
is assigned a subcarrier and an inverse DFT (IDFT) per-
formed to produce a time domain signal. OFDM deals with
multipath delay spread by dividing a wide band signal into N
narrowband channels where N is the number of subcarriers.
However, if the delay spread is longer than the symbol dura-
tion, multipath will affect performance. A guard time is intro-
duced to eliminate intersymbol interference (ISI) caused by
delay spread. As a rule, the guard time is usually two to four
times larger than the expected delay spread. This can take
care of ISI, but intercarrier interference (ICI) (crosstalk
between subcarriers) remains an issue. To reduce ICI, OFDM
symbols are cyclically extended into the guard interval. This
cyclic extension ensures that an OFDM symbol will have an
integer number of cycles in the DFT interval as long as the
delay is less than the guard time.

At the receiver after the radio frequency (RF) and analog-
to-digital (A/D) conversion stage, time and frequency synchro-
nization between the transmitter and receiver is very crucial to
the performance of an OFDM link. A wide variety of tech-
niques have been proposed for estimating and adjusting both
timing and carrier frequency. Next, a DFT is used to demodu-
late all subcarriers. To demodulate the subcarriers using PSK
or QAM modulations, reference phase and amplitude of the
constellation on each subcarrier are required. To overcome
the unknown phase and amplitude ambiguities, two tech-
niques, coherent and differential detection, are used [4].

Multicarrier CDMA
There are many possible ways to interpret and implement
MC-CDMA. The approach used here to introduce it is to
combine direct sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) and OFDM.
Like OFDM, the MC-CDMA signal is made up of a series of
equal amplitude subcarriers. Unlike OFDM, where each sub-
carrier transmits a different symbol, MC-CDMA transmits the
same data symbol over each Nth subcarrier. MC-CDMA
applies spreading in the frequency domain by mapping a dif-

ferent chip of the spreading sequence to an individual OFDM
subcarrier [4].

The MC-CDMA transmitter can be implemented by con-
catenating a DS-CDMA spreader and an OFDM transmitter.
The input data sequence is first converted into a number of
parallel data sequences; then each data sequence is multiplied
by a spreading code. The data in the spreading bits are modu-
lated in the baseband by IDFT and converted back to serial
data. The spreading sequence in MC-CDMA provides multi-
ple access capability. A guard interval with cyclic extensions
similar to OFDM is inserted between symbols to counter ISI
caused by multipath fading. Similar to OFDM systems, MC-
CDMA systems are very sensitive to nonlinear amplification
and require linear amplifiers. Two parameters that affect MC-
CDMA design and performance are the guard interval and
the number of subcarriers.

At the receiver a coherent detection method is employed to
successfully despread the signal. The received signal, after
downconversion and digitization, is first coherently detected
with DFT, then multiplied by a gain factor. Equal gain com-
bining (EGC) and maximum ratio combining (MRC) are stan-
dard combining techniques used in MC-CDMA receivers. The
advantage of using combining techniques is that even though
individual branches may not have sufficient SNR, their com-
bined sum increases the probability of detection by increasing
the SNR of a given signal. In EGC all branches are given
equal weight (unity) irrespective of signal amplitude, but the
signals from each branch are co-phased to avoid signals arriv-
ing at the same time. In MRC each signal is multiplied by a
weight factor depending on the signal strength. Strong signals
are amplified, whereas weak signals are attenuated. Like EGC,
MRC signals are also co-phased to avoid signal cancellations.

Transform Domain Communication Systems
Traditionally, communication waveforms are synthesized in
the time domain using frequency allocation(s) assigned to
user(s). If interference is present, it can be mitigated using
real-time transform domain filtering techniques to provide
interference suppression. Such techniques can be traced back
to [5, 6], where primary responsibility for achieving SNR
improvement rested on the receiver. Subsequent advances in
processing power have enabled more computationally intense
techniques [7, 8] whereby SNR improvement is achieved syn-
ergistically through transmit/receive waveform diversity to
provide interference avoidance. The basic idea behind TDCS
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FMW generation is to avoid existing users or jammers by
operating dynamically over a given bandwidth. In 1988 Ger-
man [8] proposed a system that uses spectral information to
modify a direct sequence spread spectrum (DS-SS) waveform
to avoid jammed frequencies. Subsequently, in 1991 Andren
of Harris Corporation patented a conceptual low probability
of intercept (LPI) communication system for hiding the trans-
mitted signal in noise using transform domain signal process-
ing [7]. The patent does not provide theoretical analysis or
address implementation issues associated with functional pro-
cessing. The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) and Air
Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) adopted Andren’s
framework for environmental sampling and waveform genera-
tion, and German’s transmit signal processing [9]. Conven-
tional time-domain matched filtering and maximum likelihood
(ML) detection estimation are employed at the receiver.

The present TDCS architecture assumes that both the
transmitter and receiver are observing the same electromag-
netic environment, and thus produce similar spectral estimates
and notches (identical estimates in the ideal case). The chan-
nel is assumed to be fixed additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). The identical observed environment assumption is
suitable for “localized” short-range data link applications
where the transmitter and receiver are in the same jamming
or interference environment. There are a number of scenarios
where this “local” assumption is valid, such as aircraft flying in
tight formation with the interference remotely located outside
the formation. However, since spectral estimation is per-

formed independently at geographically separated locations,
the estimates are generally not identical. This can impact
transmitted symbols such that:
• They contain energy in spectral regions avoided by the

receiver (loss of desired signal energy).
• They have no energy in regions retained by the receiver

(increase in undesired noise).
The overall result is decreased detection of SNR and
increased symbol error rate [10]. One alternate approach to
independent spectral estimation is to use a dedicated feed-
back channel between the transmitter and receiver. This chan-
nel could be used to convey the receiver spectral environment
and performance of the forward link to the transmitter [1].

Functional TDCS implementation involves environmental
sampling, spectral estimation, thresholding, notching, phase
generation, phase mapping, and inverse transformation to
obtain the time-domain FMW. Figure 1 shows the functional
flow of TDCS signal generation and transmission, beginning
with environmental sampling and spectral estimation. Given
that the “clean” or interference-free spectral regions are
established, the FMW b(t) is generated, stored, data modulat-
ed, and transmitted. Each functional block of the TDCS trans-
mitter and receiver, and signal processing therein, is explained
sequentially in the following paragraphs.

Spectrum identification (ID): Spectrum identification
determines the interference-free spectral regions. If interfer-
ence is due to other cooperative systems, prior knowledge can
be used to establish their spectral characteristics. In noncoop-

FIGURE 2. Illustration of spectral estimation (top) and corresponding notch (bottom).
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erative interference, spectral estimation techniques can be
used to establish interference-free spectrum. A cooperative
system is defined here as a legitimate user operating in the
assigned spectral region; a noncooperative system is a jam-
mer. Periodogram, autoregressive (AR), and wavelet-based
techniques are some of the spectral estimation techniques
used previously in TDCS research [10–12].

Spectrum magnitude: The spectrum magnitude is calculat-
ed from the spectral estimate. To avoid interfering frequency
components, a hard limiting threshold is applied (the thresh-
old value is usually based on the mean power contained in the
spectrum). Applying a threshold to the estimated spectrum
generates a “clean” or interference-free spectrum A(ω).
Amplitudes of interfering frequency components exceeding
the threshold are set to zero (nulled), and the remaining spec-
tral components are assigned a value of one.

The top plot in Fig. 2 shows the spectral estimate of a rep-
resentative environment consisting of two narrowband single-
tone jammers (or other narrowband users) that produce the
corresponding notched vector (interference-free spectrum)
shown in the bottom plot.

Random phase: In this block a multivalued complex pseu-
dorandom (PR) phase vector is generated for element-by-ele-
ment multiplication with A(ω) to Bb(ω). The application of a
PR phase vector ensures that the time domain FMW has cor-
relation properties similar to those of sampled noise. As
shown in Fig. 3, each r-bit snapshot of an m-sequence is
mapped to one of 2r complex phase values. The m-sequence
serves two important functions:
• The PR phasing is critical in the development of noise-like

TDCS symbols, discussed in the data modulation section.
•Multiple access is implemented by assigning each user a pair (a
unique primitive polynomial) for a different m-sequence [11].

The use of PR coding and the noise-like property of FMW
can lead to an erroneous impression that TDCS processing is
identical to DS-CDMA. The use of PR coding in DS-CDMA
is to spread the spectrum, whereas TDCS uses the PR code to
randomize the phase of the spectral components.

Magnitude scaling: The complex spectrum is scaled appro-
priately to provide desired energy in the signal spectrum B(ω).
This scaling effectively permits all communication symbols to
be transmitted with equal energy (i.e., for spectrum notching
due to interference, the desired energy is distributed equally
among all remaining components). Note that for those appli-
cations where the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the

resultant time domain waveform is a concern, as experienced
and researched in relation to some OFDM applications, sev-
eral coding techniques have been developed to provide
desired power relationships [4].

Although addressing the PAPR issue is beyond the scope
of this article, the effects experienced by the FMWs generated
from TDCS processing are believed to be similar to those of
OFDM, so OFDM compensation techniques may be applica-
ble to TDCS processing.

Inverse transform and buffer: This block generates the
time-domain FMW b(t) by taking the appropriate inverse
transform of spectrally encoded frequency components (IDFT
illustrated in Fig. 1). The resultant FMW only contains energy
in interference-free regions. The FMW b(t) is stored and used
by the modulator for subsequent data modulation. Multiple
symbols are transmitted using a single IDFT operation and
generation of a new FMW is dependant upon operational
requirements and environmental changes. This process differs
from conventional OFDM techniques whereby a IDFT stage
is required for each OFDM symbol transmission.

Modulation: Historically, TDCS work has considered two
binary modulations: antipodal signaling and a form of orthogo-
nal modulation called cyclic shift keying (CSK) [11, 13].
Antipodal modulation is a form of signaling where binary sig-
nals are the negative of each other. The CSK modulation tech-
nique takes advantage of noise-like FMW properties (i.e.,
correlation of time-shifted versions of the FMW with itself
approaches zero). Based on this, TDCS CSK modulation uses
circular shifts of the FMW to represent different symbols. For
binary CSK (BCSK), the first symbol, s1(t), is the FMW itself
and the second symbol, s2(t), is generated by circularly shifting
the FMW over one-half its symbol period Ts. This circular shift
in the time domain induces a linear phase shift in the frequen-
cy domain without affecting the magnitude. In the case of M-
ary CSK (MCSK), the first symbol s1(t) is again the FMW. The
jth symbol for sj(t) for j = 1, 2, 3, … M is generated by circular
shifting the FMW by jTs/M s, where M is the length of FMW.
M-ary can be viewed as an extension of the binary case [13].

Multiple Access in TDCS
A brief discussion is provided on how TDCS accommodates
multiple access capability, and simulation results are present-
ed for the auto- and cross-correlation of two TDCS users.
TDCS uses phase mapping generated from a linear feedback
shift register (LFSR) configured to output a maximum-length

FIGURE 3. TDCS phase mapping process.
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binary sequence or m-sequence. An LFSR may be configured
to output several different binary sequences depending on the
generator polynomial (feedback taps).

Figure 4 shows two FMWs (top plots) generated with dif-
ferent polynomials representing different users. The autocor-
relation response is indeed impulse-like as expected for noise,
and the reduced cross-correlation response between users is
indicative of the quasi-orthogonal behavior required for multi-
ple access [11].

Receiver: Received signal r(t) comprises the transmitted
signal s(t), channel noise n(t), and, if present, interference i(t).
As with any communication system, the first step in TDCS
receiver processing prior to demodulation is acquisition,
detection, and synchronization. The received signal r(t) is pre-
processed using either direct time correlation (DTC) or Ger-
man’s [8] technique. The preprocessor output is then passed
to the detector for signal presence and alignment. If a signal
is detected and adequately aligned, the receiver continues
with estimation followed by frame and symbol synchronization
[12]. The TDCS receiver demodulation structure is shown in
Fig. 5 with the dotted line enclosing the identical FMW gen-
eration process used by the transmitter. Signal r(t) is correlat-
ed with locally generated reference signals cj(T); for binary
modulation (M = 2) there is one locally generated reference
for each possible symbol.

Each of the M correlators generates a test statistic, zj(T).
An ML decision rule is applied to the test statistic to produce
a data estimate, d^(t). The decision rule used is dependent on
the data modulation. For antipodal modulation, if z(T) is posi-
tive, s1(t) is estimated; otherwise, s2(t) is estimated. For BCSK
modulation, if z1(t) – z2(t) > 0, s1(t) is estimated; otherwise,

s2(t) is estimated. Finally, for M-ary CSK the received signal is
correlated with M reference signals, and the test statistic with
the largest magnitude is chosen as the estimated symbol.

Differences in TDCS, OFDM, and MC-CDMA
On the surface, TDCS may appear similar in principle to both
OFDM and MC-CDMA because all are DFT-based with wave-
forms synthesized by considering frequency domain properties.
PR sequences are utilized in both TDCS and MC-CDMA gen-
eration. The PR sequence in TDCS serves two purposes:
• It randomizes the phase of the spectral components.
• It enables multiple access (MA) capability.
In MC-CDMA the PR sequence is used as a spreading code
and to accommodate MA. However, the combined use of the
DFT and a PR sequence creates an erroneous impression that
TDCS is similar in principle to either OFDM or MC-CDMA.

•Unlike OFDM and MC-CDMA, TDCS was mainly
designed to cope with intentional interference (jammers) at
the transmitter and receiver instead of mitigating interference
just at the receiver.

•The basic principle in OFDM is to split a wideband sys-
tem into a number of narrowband subcarriers. An OFDM
symbol consists of a number of subsymbols (QAM and PSK
symbols). Each subcarrier contains the information for one
subsymbol. TDCS uses the entire usable spectrum to repre-
sent one symbol.

•Every time an OFDM symbol consisting of N subcarriers
or subsymbols has to be transmitted, it goes through an
IDFT/DFT stage, while in TDCS multiple symbols or OFDM
subsymbols can be transmitted using a single IDFT stage. In

FIGURE 4. TDCS multiple access: two distinct FMWs (top plots) and resultant auto- and cross-correlations (bottom plots).
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OFDM the number of subsymbols in an OFDM symbol is
fixed. The number of subsymbols per IDFT stage in TDCS is
dependent on need or environment changes. For example, if
the spectral environment changes hourly, a TDCS requires
one IDFT stage per hour.

•Even though OFDM is a multiplexing technique, it is
sometimes referred to as modulation. The underlying modula-
tions commonly used on OFDM and MC-CDMA subcarriers
are PSK and QAM. TDCS is basically an adaptive modulation
technique consisting of antipodal signaling or CSK.

•In TDCS communication symbol orthogonality is achieved
by randomizing the phase, which produces a “noise-like”
FMW. In OFDM subcarrier orthogonality is realized by
ensuring that each subcarrier contains an integer number of
cycles over a given interval T and adjacent subcarriers differ
by one integer cycle. In fact, OFDM does not utilize PN-code,
whereas TDCS does.

•In MC-CDMA a PR sequence is used to spread the sig-
nal and facilitate MA schemes. In TDCS a PR sequence is
used to provide MA capability and also provide noise-like cor-
relation properties. It should be emphasized in particular that
the purpose of a PR sequence in TDCS is not to spread the
data modulated signal, but only to generate random phase
used in FMW.

•In MC-CDMA spreading is done in the frequency domain
by toggling the subcarrier phase between 0 and π in accor-
dance with the spreading code. TDCS is not limited to binary
phase values. The number of phase values studied thus far is
up to 16 [11].

•Unlike OFDM and MC-CDMA, the originally proposed
TDCS does not use carrier modulation techniques (similar to
ultra wideband). However, in principle it is possible to synthe-
size FMWs at baseband and then apply carrier modulation to
spectrally transmit the symbols.

•OFDM and MC-CDMA are essentially digital modula-
tion techniques where the data bits or symbols modulate the
FFT bin carrier frequencies directly. On the other hand, in
TDCS the FFT bin frequencies do not serve as carrier bins.

Conclusions
Spectrum congestion is not mainly due to a lack of available
spectrum but rather the inability to efficiently use what is avail-
able. Cognitive radio technologies along with policy changes
hold a lot of promise for addressing this problem. The inherent
spectrum scavenging property of TDCS, and the flexibility and
frequency domain design of OFDM and MC-CDMA make all
three technologies ideal CR candidates. Since all these systems
are designed in the transform domain, they possess some simi-

larities. This article presents a brief overview of OFDM and
MC-CDMA followed by a detailed presentation of TDCS
background, and transmitter and receiver architecture. Funda-
mental differences between these three systems are discussed.
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FIGURE 5. TDCS receiver block diagram.
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